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Ansrnlcr

The CaGeO, and SrGeO, perovskites and CaGeOr, SrGeOr, and MnGeO, pyroxenoids
have been studied at high-temperature by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray absorption
fine-structure spectroscopy (XAFS). The diffraction studies show that the back-transfor-
mation of the perovskite begins at lower temperature for SrGeO, (-500 K) than CaGeO,
(-945 K). An intensity reduction of the Bragg lines and the presence of a diffuse band in
the diffraction patterns show the occurrence oftransient amorphous phases. This transient
phase contains Ge in fourfold and sixfold coordination after the loss of CaGeO, and
SrGeO, perovskites, respectively. The recrystallization of the stable pyroxenoids occurs at
higher temperature in a second step of the transformation.

For these compounds, the anharmonic character of the first Ge-O bond was extracted
from the XAFS analysis. For the perovskites, we observed that the bulk thermal expansion
and the Ge-O bond anharmonicity are closely connected. Both parameters are higher for
cubic SrGeO, and simultaneously increase near 525 K when CaGeO, changes symmetry.
For the pyroxenoids, our calculated tetrahedral thermal expansion is lower than for the
bulk, with Ge-O bond anharmonicity very low. Close to the melting point, anomalous
motion of the tetrahedral chains is suggested by a significant increase of the Ge-O bond
length.

IrsrnooucrroN ena occur that could be of geophysical importance. For

Coordination changes around cations in minerals are example, transient phases have been observed during the

of great interest in geophysics. The motivation for their high-pressure transformations of forsterite and quartz,

study is related to tie transition zone ofthe Earth, lying phases that could occur in geological conditions as tran-

between 400 and 670 km depth. In this zone, Si is thought sition layers (Guyot et al. 1990; Brearley et al. 1992; Win-

to modify its coordination number with O from fourto tersetal. |992).Thephysicalpropertiesofthesetransient

six. Along with this transformation, denser mineral as- phases, often poorly ordered, are unknown.

semblages are probably formed, producing the seismic The experimental study of phase transformations in-
discontinuity between the upper and lower mantle (Ring- volving changes in Si coordination is difficult. The quan-

wood 1991). The chemical connection between the two tity of material that can be loaded under extreme pres-

reservoirs of the mantle is not yet clearly understood, but sures and temperatures is limited. Also, the high-pressure
it is generally accepted that there is some exchange of experimental setup restricts the number of in situ tech-
material. The mechanism of the phase transformations niques that can be used to investigate the sample. Thus,
involved during this exchange is the main object of this the same phase transformations must be reproduced un-
study. The high-density structure studied is perovskite, der simpler conditions. This can be accomplished using
the high-pressure form of pyroxenoid, which is stable un- analogs like germanates, which undergo comparable phase

der standard conditions. transformations but at lower pressure conditions (Ring-

IntheEarth'smantle,theP-ZphasediagramofMgSiO, woodandSeabrookl963; Rossetal. 1986).Forexample,
pyroxene, garnet, and perovskite has been extensively CaGeOr, a close analog of MgSiO, perovskite, can be
discussed, and the stability fields for each structure have synthesized above 7 instead of 23 GPa. The germanate

been checked using measured thermodynamic parame- high-pressure compounds are more stable, and their
ters (see Gasparik 1990; Yusa et al. 1993). The kinetics properties can be more easily studied as a function of
of these transformations are much less understood, but temperature or pressure. Furthermore, Ge analogs can be
this discussion is of importance only for laboratory ex- studied by X-ray absorption, which gives information on
periments because the geological time scale favors com- the local structure of Ge during phase transformations
plete thermodynamic equilibrium. Nevertheless, experi- (Iti6 1992; Andrault et al. 1992).
mental studies have shown that the mechanisms of phase The cation-coordination change can also be studied
transformation are complex and that important phenom- during the back-transformation. At room pressure, high-
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pressure metastable structures undergo a phase transfor-
mation to room-pressure polymorphs with heating. Pre-
vious studies have discussed the back-transformation in
various perovskites. For the MgSiO, composition, the
stability ofthe quenched high-pressure phase is reduced
(see Knittle and Jeanloz 1987), and its structure can be
observed only with careful electron microscopy (Wang et
al. 1992). The stability of cubic CaSiO, perovskite is even
lower, and this material spontaneously amorphizes after
pressure quench (Wang and Weidner 1994). In the case
of germanate perovskites, the stability is much higher,
and thermal expansion can be studied up to several hun-
dred degrees. CaGeO. perovskite changes its symmetry
from orthorhombic to tetragonal at 5 2 5 K (Liu et al. I 99 I ).
Then, it back-transforms above 930 K, producing an
amorphous phase (Durben et al. l99l). The reason for
the formation of this transient amorphous phase, and the
possible analogy with other perovskite compositions, must
be studied more extensively to understand better the
mechanism of the back-transformation.

ExpnnrurNrs

Samples

The germanate compositions CaGeOr, SrGeOr, and
MnGeO, were studied, having the wollastonite, pseudo-
wollastonite, and orthopyroxene structures, respectively,
under ambient conditions. These pyroxenoid samples were
finely ground in an agate mortar and then loaded into a
high-temperature cell. Melting temperatures (Levin and
McMurdie 1975) of 1693, 1713, and 1563 K for the
CaGeOr, SrGeO., and MnGeO, pyroxenoids, respective-
ly, were reached in our experiments. For the Ca and Sr
compositions, we also used the related metastable per-
ovskites, previously synthesized at high pressure in large-
volume apparatus. The orthorhombic CaGeO, perov-
skite (Pbnm) was synthesized by F. Guyot in a uniaxial
split-sphere apparatus (USSA 2000) at the Center for High
Pressure Research at the State University of New York
at Stony Brook. The cubic SrGeO. perovskite (Pm3m)
was synthesized by N.L. Ross at the Department of Geo-
logical Sciences, University College London. The perov-
skite samples were broken into chips about 100 pm in
size to avoid formation of pyroxenoid during grinding.
The purity of these perovskites is high, and all X-ray
diffraction (XRD) lines could be correctly indexed (see
Shimizu et al. 1970; Sasaki et al. 1983). The mean inter-
atomic Ge-O bond lengths of these five compounds are
compiled in Table l.

Heating-wire technique

The samples were loaded into a 400 pm hole drilled
into the flattened end of a I mm diameter platinum wire,
as described in detail by Richet et al. (1993). This wire,
about 70 mm long, was heated by the Joule effect up to
the melting point of the germanates. The high-tempera-
ture cell allows temperature changes to be made in < 3
min. The temperature measurement relies on a calibra-
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Sample r* (A) Method Ref.

CaGeO.
SrGeO"

CaGeO3
SrGeO"
MnGeO"

Pe.ovskites
1.892 Diffraction sasaki et al. (1983)
1.898 Diffraction shimizu et al. (1970)

Pyroxenoids

1.76 Estimated see Andrault et al. (1992)
1.80 Diffraction Himler (1963)
1 .756 Diffraction Fang and Townes (1969)

tion of the electrical power, which was performed prior
to the experiments and used various salts and minerals
with known melting points. The precision is +25 K at
1800 K. The temperature variation between the center of
the sample and the border of the hole is about 10 K. The
temperature reproducibility between the XAFS and X-ray
diffraction experiments is about 25 K because the exper-
iments were not performed with the same heating wires
or at the same time. The acquisition times of the X-ray
diffraction and XAFS experiments were different (20 min
and 20 s, respectively), and thus the kinetics oftransfor-
mation could be different for the two experimental set-
ups.

X-ray diffraction

The X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded using an
energy-dispersive configuration on the wiggler line ofthe
DCI storage ring of LURE (Orsay). The polychromatic
X-ray beam was collimated using tungsten carbide slits
to 200 pm height and 50 pm width. The diffracted X-rays
were collected with a Canberra planar germanium detec-
tor with a 20 angle of - 14" for eneryies between 5 and
60 keV. The data-collection time ranged from - 15 to 30
min for the perovskites and pyroxenoids, respectively.
From the diffraction patterns, the central position and the
line width for each reflection were reflned using a decon-
volution program. For SrGeO. and CaGeO, perovskites,
the unit-cell refinements were made with the assumption
of cubic or pseudocubic symmetry.

The X-ray diffraction spectra represent the sum of the
Bragg contribution generated by each crystalline phase
present in the sample. We were able to calculate the pe-
rovskite unit-cell volumes during the back-transforma-
tion, even if the remaining fraction was very small. In
contrast, the X-ray absorption signal recorded in trans-
mission mode is related to the weighted addition of the
different phases in the entire sample. X-ray absorption
fine-structure (XAFS) results are thus preferentially char-
acteristic of the dominant phase, crystalline or amor-
phous. The two techniques are complementary if the ma-
jor phase is amorphous and if each method gives
information on a different fraction of material.

X-ray absorption fine-structure spectroscopy

XAFS spectra at the Ge K edge were recorded at the
DCI storage ring of LURE using the energy-dispersive
configuration. A bent ellipsoidal S(l I l) crystal was used
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TABLE 1. Mean first interatomic Ge-O bond length
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Frcunr 1. Ge K-edge absorption spectra of germanate com-
pounds with Ge in fourfold or sixfold coordination.

to focus the polychromatic X-ray beam through the 400
pm wide sample. An array of 1024 photodiodes allowed
spectrum acquisition times ranging from I to 30 s (see
Dartyge et al. 1986). The absorption spectrum of metallic
germanium was used to calibrate the photodiodes as a
function of energy. For our experimental spectra usable
energies ranged from 11050 to 11650 eV. The Ge ab-
sorption edges in CaGeO, wollastonite and perovskite are
shown in Figure I in comparison with those of GeO,
qvaftz and rutile recorded using a classical monochro-
mator scan (courtesy of F. Vannereau). This figure shows
clearly that the X-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES) changes significantly when the local structure
around Ge changes. The feature C is strongly related to
the first maximum of the Ge-O XAFS oscillation. A shift
toward low energies qualitatively corresponds to an in-
crease of the Ge-O bond length (see Teo 1986). The na-
ture of the A and B features is more complex, but these
features are related to the site geometry of the absorbing
element, including size and distortion. As described in
previous studies (see Okuno et al. 1986), the energy of
their centers and the intensity ofthe B feature are signif-
icantly different when Ge is located in tetrahedra or oc-
tahedra.

The spectra were normalized using a spline function
and assumingan Eo energy value located at the one-half
height of the absorption step. After a k3 Fourier transfor-
mation, the first XAFS contribution corresponding to the
first Ge-O shell was isolated and Fourier back-trans-
formed. For the theoretical modeling of each set of ex-
periments, the room-temperature spectrum was used as
a reference for the results at higher temperature. Initially
we used the classical XAFS harmonic expression, where
1(ft) is expressed in k space as follows (see Teo 1986):

x(k):2 A,(k) sin[2kr, + 6u(k)1. (l)

The sinusoidal wave, corresponding to the ry neighbors
at distance r, from the absorbing atom, is characterized
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by a phase shift, du(k), and an amplitude, A,, given by

, NjSlk)Fj(k)exp(-2olk'z)expl-2rpy(k)1,1\
*J

where ,S,(k) is an amplitude reduction factor, {(k) is the
backscattering amplitude from each of the ,{ neighbors
at distance rr, with a Debye-Waller factor, o, taking into
account static disorder and vibrations along the bond di-
rection; the term in exp(-2r,/)r,) is due to inelastic losses,
with tr, being the mean free path of electrons. Thus, the
modeling gives quantitative information on the variation
of Ge-O bond length, ro"-o, and disorder parameter, oj
(o]: o?ru" * d?iu",io,"r), as a function of temperature. The
Ao2 notation used below indicates the relative departure
of the square of o, from the room-temperature value.

When the partial radial distribution function, g(r), de-
parts from Gaussian shape, Equation I is no longer ad-
equate to represent experimental results. Indeed, when
the interatomic bond anharmonicity increases, g(r) asym-
metrically extends its contribution to higher ro"-o values.
The modeling of this shape with the use of a Gaussian
function poorly reproduces the asymmetrical parts and
yields a value of ro"-o lower than the mean bond length.
We thus used the cumulant expansion method, where g(r)
is expressed as the sum of cumulant C, of increasing or-
der. Introducing the cumulants in Equation I results in
an additional multiplicative amplitude term, 6A, and an
additional phase-shift correction term, dd. The relation-
ship between these two terms and the C, expression de-
veloped to the fourth order is as follows (Crozier et al.
1988;  Stern et  a l .  l99 l ) :

a6: -!c,p'
J

a.q: 
"*p(?c"r,\. 

(3)
\ r /

On the basis of these expressions, the third-order pa-
rameter (Cr) was used to define the departure of the in-
teratomic potential from harmonicity because the fourth-
order parameter (C4) is usually found to be negligible.
More information on C, measurement in the heating cell
can be found in Farges et al. (1995). The AC, notation
used below indicates the relative departure ofC, from the
room-temperature value. During the heating, the relative
errors were estimated to within +0.005 A for the inter-
atomic bond length (r*-o), -r 3 x l0-o A' for the disorder
factor (Ao2), and + l0-4 Ar for the anharmonic parameter
(aC,).

Tnnnu,AI, ExPANsroN

Perovskites

Up to ten peaks were extracted from the diffraction
patterns of CaGeO, perovskite, with du, ranging from
3.72 to 1.05 A. Most of these Bragg lines correspond to
the pseudocubic unit cell that approximates this ortho-
rhombic compound. The diffraction peaks related to the
orthorhombic form of CaGeO, are poorly defined and
cannot be continuously followed with increasing temper-
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Frcunr 2. Temperature evolution of the unit-cell volume of
CaGeO, and SrGeO, perovskites derived from X-ray diffraction
results. Estimated volume errors are <2%oo.
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Frcunr 3. Temperature evolution of the volume of triclinic
CaGeO, wollastonite and hexagonal SrGeO, pseudowollaston-

ite. Estimated volume errors are within 3 and 2voo for CaGeOt
and SrGeOr, respectively.
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ature. Thus, at all temperatures eight diffraction lines were
used for the pseudocubic unit-cell refinements. At higher
temperature, the perovskite Bragg line intensities de-
crease because the metastable structure disappears above
930 K (see Durben et al. l99l). However, the perovskite
lines remained sufficiently intense to allow for unit-cell
volume refinements up to 1020 K (Fig. 2). The precision
of the unit-cell volume determination is lower than 2Vm.
Our results are not precise enough to give new insight
about possible slight structural modifications in CaGeO,
perovskite. Indeed, the results ofLiu et al. (1991) sug-
gested that there is a symmetry change to the Cmcm space

$oup at 525 K. With the assumption that this symmetry
change occurs, volume thermal expansion values of 3 1( l)
x l0-5 and 40(2) x 10-6 K-' below and above 525 K,
respectively, were calculated using both sets ofdata.

Similar spectra were collected for SrGeO, perovskite,
and up to ten diffraction peaks were used for refinement
of the volume of the cubic unit cell, with effors lower
than2Vn. We observed that the intensity of the perovskite
Bragg lines decreased progressively above 525 K. This
decreased the quality of the refinements, but unit-cell vol-
umes were derived using three remaining lines up to 850
K. The results are shown in Figure 2, where the calculated
volume thermal expansion is a6(2) x 10-6 K-'.

Pyroxenoids

For CaGeO, wollastonite, nine intense peaks with dru,
between 4.8 and 2.7 Awere followed up to the melting
point and used for the triclinic unit-cell refinements. Es-
timated precisions of the volumes are better than 3Vn.
Results are presented in Figure 3, where thermal expan-
sion appears constant with temperature with a value of
28(2) x 10-6 K-'. The a-axis linear expansion appears
to be greater, with the b and c axes nearly unchanged with
increasing temperature. Calculated values are l4(l) x
10-6,  5.1(1.0)  x  l0  6,  and 2.4(0.5)  x  l0- .  K- ' for  the
three axes, respectively. Also, a slight decrease of the a

angle between the b and c axes was observed with increas-
ing temperature.

Similar results were obtained for SrGeO, pseudowol-
lastonite up to the melting point. Nine peaks correspond-
ingto do, from 3.4 to 1.5 A were used for the hexagonal
refinements, with volume precision of better than 2Vm
(Fig. 3). The volume thermal expansion appears constant
with temperature to a value of ajQ) x 10-6 K-'. The
linear expansion ofthe a axis is slightly greater than that
ofthe caxis, with values of 14.5(1.0) x 10-6 and 10.5(1.0)
x 10-6 K-', respectively. No particular changes in the
expansion curve were observed up the melting point. For
both CaGeO, and SrGeOr, the thermal expansion of py-
roxenoids appears to be about 100/o lower than that of the
corresponding perovskites (see Table 2).

Ocurrnou,-To-TETRAHEDRAL TRANSFoRMATToN

Back-transformation: X-ray diffraction results

The high-temperature evolution of the diffraction pat-
terns of CaGeO, perovskite is shown in Figure 4. Ge
fluorescence lines were used to normalize intensities. The
diffraction peak intensities decreased above 945 K. This
is related to the progressive loss of the perovskite with
the gain of another polymorph of CaGeOr. At tempera-
tures between 945 and 1020 K, a clear diffuse band was
observed near 20 keV, the energy that corresponds to the
bondJength value of 2.8 A. This band is the first-order
contribution to the X-ray diffraction pattern from the
amorphous compound. Other contributions were not ob-
served because either their intensities were reduced or
they were outside the energy range. It is thus impossible
to get precise information about the amorphous structure
through classical Fourier techniques. Nevertheless, the
characteristic bond-length value of2.8 A should approx-
imately correspond to O-O and Ca-O interatomic dis-
tances in the amorphous phase. This result confirms that
a transient polymorph appears during back-transforma-
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TABLE 2, Bulk and polyhedral thermal expansion of germanium perovskites and pyroxenoids

Sample a(V) (K- ' ,  XRD) a(GeO,) (K-r, XAFS)

CaGeO"

CaGeO3

SrGeO.

CaGeO.
SrGeO.

MnGeO3

31 x 10-o (below 525 K)
40 x 10-. (up to 1020 K)
31 x 10-o (below 525 K)
35 x 10 6 (up to 810 K)
46 x 10-6 (up to 850 K)

Pyroxenoid3

Perovskites

(up to melting poinb)

5.7 x 10-o
U.t t 19-e (betow 1250 K)
14 x 10-o (above 1250 K)
5.7 x 10-6

28 x 10-o
40 x 10-t

this study

Liu et al. (1991)

this study

this study
this study
this study
this study

Notei The variable x is equal to six and four for perovskites and pyroxenoids, respectively.

tion, before recrystallization of wollastonite occurs at
higher temperatures (Durben et al. l99l).

The case of SrGeO, perovskite is very similar to that
of CaGeOr. Clearly, the first step of the back-transfor-
mation leads to a noncrystalline phase. Above 525 K, the
diffraction peaks of SrGeO. perovskite progressively dis-
appear and vanish near 1080 K. For this compound, the
amorphous diffuse band is less clear, but no major dif-
fraction peaks were found in a large temperature range
up to 1250 K. Characteristic diffraction spectra of pseu-
dowollastonite were observed only at higher tempera-
tures.

CaGeO, perovskite back-transformation: XAFS results

The temperature evolution of the X-ray absorption
near-edge structure (XANES) of Ge in CaGeO. is pre-
sented in Figure 5a. The shapes of the spectra change
above 945 K when the perovskite back-transforms, with
significant modification of the energy position of the A,
B, and C features. In relation to the previous description
ofFigure l, these results suggest a change in Ge coordi-
nation number from six to four. For the spectra recorded
at 1025 K, the A and B features appear less defined than
those at higher temperature but clearly show Ge in four-
fold coordination. This effect is due to higher disorder in
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Freunr 5. (a) Temperature evolution of the Ge K-edge
absorption spectra in CaGeO, during back-transformation of
the perovskite. The A, B, and C features are related to those
described in Figure l. (b) Mean Ge-O bond-length evolution
estimated from XAFS harmonic model for a sinele O shell
around Ge.
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Frcunr 6. Temperature change of the partial radial distri-

bution function around Ge. The slight increase ofthe tetrahedral
contribution at low temperatures is an artifact ofthe calculation
(see text).

the local structure of Ge, and the 1025 K spectrum is
related to the transient amorphous phase observed in the
X-ray diffraction patterns. Also, the spectra recorded at
1675 K present a similar, poorly defined XANES that
conesponds to the CaGeO3 melt. Between 1025 and 1675
K, the spectra are of the wollastonite form.

From these absorption spectra recorded up to the melt-
ing points, the first Ge-O bond length was calculated us-
ing the classical Equation l. Figure 5b shows that Ge-O
bond length decreases during the back-transformation be-
cause of the Ge coordination change from octahedral to
tetrahedral. The quality of the XAFS modeling of spectra
recorded during the back-transformation is poor because
the sample contains Ge in both fourfold and sixfold co-
ordination. To model this transformation better, we also
modeled the first XAFS contribution with two O shells,
characterizing the two kinds of polyhedra coexisting in
the sample. The principal adjustable parameters, there-
fore, were the proportions of Ge in fourfold or sixfold
coordination. We used these XAFS parameters to recal-
culate the partial radial distribution function (RDF)
around Ge. For that purpose, an arbitrary value of 0.05
A' was chosen for the Ge-O disorder factor at ambient
temperature. A Gaussian shape was calculated for each
of the two shells using the refined parameters; the pro-
portion ofthe respective shell, bond length, and disorder
factor was corrected for ambient values. We then summed
these two Gaussians, and selected results are presented in
Figure 6 as a function of temperature. Again, the anom-
alous decrease ofthe octahedral Ge-O bond length owing
to the increase of anharmonicity is noticeable. We also
calculated a slight increase ofthe tetrahedral contribution
at low temperature. This is not due to the appearance of
Ge in tetrahedral sites below 945 K but to an improper
attempt to model the increasing anharmonicity in the pe-
rovskite. In contrast, between 945 and 1020 K, the partial
radial distribution functions contain a mix of two contri-

1 .9

1.88

1.86

1.84

1.82

1 .8
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 lm 1600 1800
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Frcunr 7. (a) Temperature evolution of the Ge K-edge
absorption spectra in SrGeO, during back-rransformation of
the perovskite. The A, B, and C features are related to those
described in Figure 1. (b) Mean Ge-O bondlength evolution
estimated from XAFS harmonic model for a single O shell
around Ge.

butions, clearly illustrating the partial back-transforma-
tion of octahedra to tetrahedra. At higher temperature,
the octahedral contribution becomes negligible in the
RDF, which signals complete back-transforrnation.

SrGeO, perovskite back-transformation: XAFS results

XANES spectra of the Ge K edge in SrGeO, are pre-
sented in Figure 7a. As in the case of CaGeOr, modifi-
cations ofthe shape with temperature are clear. The mean
Ge-O bond length calculated with the harmonic Equation
I is presented as a function of temperature in Figure 7b.
The back-transformation is clearly followed by a Ge co-
ordination change, which decreases the Ge-O bond length
from -1.898 to 1.80 A, the expected values for perov-
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Frcurr 8. Temperature variation of the Ge-O bond length
in (a) CaGeO, and (b) SrGeO3 perovskites using a classical har-
monic model. The discrepancy between the absorption and dif-
fraction results is due to the increase of the Ge-O bond anhar-
monicity.

skite and pseudowollastonite, respectively. But unlike the
CaGeO, results, the evolution presents an intermediate
plateau for an /o"-o value of about 1.875 A between 500
and 615 K. This feature suggests the formation of a tran-
sient phase with Ge in sixfold coordination. The shapes
of the corresponding XANES spectra (Fig. 7a) vary slight-
ly from the lower temperature spectnrm, and the high
similarity among the A, B, and C features suggests octa-
hedral Ge. This effect, and the fact that X-ray diffraction
spectra show no new lines in this temperature range,
strongly suggests that an amorphous phase with octahe-
dral Ge is formed during the back-transformation. Note
that the occurrence of octahedral Ge is not surprising,
considering that rutile is the stable polymorph of GeO,
at the same temperature conditions.

The second step of the back-transformation occurs
above 615 K. The shapes of the near-edge spectra as well
as the calculated Ge-O bond length become characteristic
oftetrahedral Ge coordination. Slight changes in the shape
ofthe A and B features ofspectra recorded between 900
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and 1295 K imply that the fourfold-coordinated sample
progressively recrystallizes. These results suggest that the
back-transformation of SrGeO, involves changes from
sixfold to fourfold coordination in the amorphous phases,
in agreement with our X-ray diffraction results (Fig. 7a)
showing no significant recrystallization below 1250 K.

It is interesting that the Ge-O bond length of about
l.8l A for the fourfold-coordinated, amorphous transient
phase is comparable to that in pseudowollastonite (1.80
A;. fne same efect is also observed between the transient
amorphous and wollastonite phases of CaGeOr, but with
a different Ge-O bond length of about 1.76 A. According
to a previous discussion of the variation of the Ge-O
bond length in tetrahedra (Nishi and Takeuchi 1992), this
observation suggests that the tetrahedral chains have very
similar linkages in both the transient amorphous phase
and related pyroxenoid.

Por.vrrnnrur, ExpANsroN AND ANHARMoNrcrry

Ge-O bonds in perovskites

The low-temperature evolution ofthe Ge-O bond length
in CaGeO, and SrGeO, perovskites is presented in Figure
8, which shows that the apparent Ge-O bond length de-
creases with increasing temperature. This behavior of the
ro"-o XAFS parameter is not due to the decrease of the
octahedral volume. The Ge-O bond length increases with
temperature, and this increase is closely related to the
volume thermal expansion. Indeed, because the octahe-
dra have exactly (cubic) or approximately (orthorhombic)
the same thermal expansion as the perovskite bulk, the
octahedral volume expansion can be evaluated from the
X-ray diffraction results (see Fig. 8). In fact, the anoma-
lous behavior of rc"-o is characteristic of the increase of
the Ge-O bond anharmonicity in the octahedra with in-
creasing temperature. We thus reinvestigated the changes
in octahedral XAFS parameters as a function of temper-
ature with the anharmonic Equation 3. Also, to reduce
the number of adjustable parameters for each tempera-
ture, we used the Ge-O bond length value calculated from
the X-ray diffraction results.

The temperature evolution of the C, anharmonic pa-
rameter is presented in Figure 9a for both perovskites.
As expected from the anomalous ro"-o evolution, C, in-
creases with increasing temperature. This effect is more
important for the SrGeO, than for the CaGeO, perov-
skite. For CaGeO, perovskite, the C, evolution shows a
break below 600 K, with an increase of the Ge-O bond
anharmonicity at higher temperature. This break could
be related to the symmetry change observed for this pe-
rovskite at 525 K. Nevertheless, for the highest temper-
atures, the increase of G with temperature in CaGeO,
remains lower than for SrGeOr. The temperatures of the
onset of the perovskite back-transformations are reported
in Figure 9a. For these particular temperatures, the rela-
tive variation of the C, anharmonic parameters is found
to be about 170 x l0-' A3 for both CaGeO. and SrGeO"
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Frcunp 10. Temperature evolution of the Ge-O bond length
in SrGeOr, CaGeOr, and MnGeO3 pyroxenoids up to melting
points, using an XAFS harmonic model.

studies of other germanate or silicate structures (see Ha-
zen and Finger 1982), showing that tetrahedral size is
nearly constant during heating or compression. The cal-
culated disorder faclor, Ao2, also has a reduced variation
of approximately 3 x l0-5 A'? between 300 and 1300 K.

For SrGeO. pseudowollastonite, the thermal evolution
of the Ge-O bond length appears separated into two re-
gimes, with tetrahedral thermal expansion of la(1) x 10-6
K-' above about 1250 K. Also, we observed an anoma-
lous increase of /o"-o in CaGeO, and MnGeO, just below
the melting temperature. For CaGeOr, the tetrahedral
volume thermal expansion is calculated to be 250(30) x

l0-6 K-' between 1625 and 1690 K. This effect indicates
important changes in the local structure around Ge just

before melting. It cannot be explained by an increase of
Ge-O bond anharmonicity in the tetrahedra, which would
produce an anomalous decrease of the ro"-o parameter. In
the same temperature range, the shapes of the XANES
absorption spectra (Fig. 5a) show a decrease ofthe defi-
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Frcurr 9. Temperature variation of the Ge-O bond (a) AC
anharmonic parameter and (b) Ao2 disorder parameter in Ca-
GeO, and SrGeO, perovskites. For this calculation, bond-length
values were estimated from X-rav diffraction results.

perovskites. This means that both compounds have very
similar Ge-O bond anharmonicity at temperatures just

below the loss ofthe perovskite structure. The evolution
ofthe Ao'zdisorder factors is presented in Figure 9b, where
the increase with temperature is larger for SrGeO, perov-

skite.

Ge-O bonds in pyroxenoids

The evolution of the first Ge-O bond length in pyrox-
enoids obtained from XAFS modeling using the harmon-
ic Equation 1 is presented in Figure 10. The same set of
experiments was also modeled with Equation 3, and only
a slight increase of the C, anharmonic parameter was
found. Both expressions produced very similar Ge-O
bond-length values, and we thus choose Equation I to
quantify our results. For the three compounds studied,
the low-temperature tetrahedral volume thermal expan-
sion is 5.7(5) x 10-6 K t. This is lower than that for the
whole structure (see Table 2), a result compatible with

800600
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MgSiO. 21 x 19-o 40.70 100.40
CaSiO" 26 x 10-o 45.83 116.16
CaGeO3 31-40 x 10-o 51.59 160.68
SrGeO. 46 x 10-6 54.70 208.23

TlaLe 3. Thermal expansion of metastable 42+84+03
perovskites compared with unit-cell volumes and
molar mass

%**
Sample 

"(14 
(K-,) (As) Mass (g)

Ross and Hazen (1989)
Wang and Weidner (1994)
this study
this study

Note: For MgSiOs, the expansivity corresponds to the mean value be-
tween 300 and 500 K.

nition ofthe A and B features, strongly suggesting a de-
crease ofthe local order.

DrscussroN
Thermal expansion of perovskite

An empirical law described by Hazen and Finger (1982)
evaluates the bulk thermal expansion for a given poly-
hedron:

observed a break in the tetrahedral thermal expansion in
SrGeO. pseudowollastonite, a break not observed in the
bulk thermal expansion curve. This shows that the mech-
anisms of thermal expansion affecting polyhedral expan-
sion are slightly altered. In this study, we observed com-
parable effects for the temperature evolution of the C,
anharmonic parameter. For GeO. octahedra, the anhar-
monicity of the Ge-O bond depends significantly on the
composition. We measured a much higher Ge-O anhar-
monicity in SrGeO. than in CaGeO, perovskites. Also,
the structural modification occurring at 525 K in CaGeO,
perovskite induces a clear break in the anharmonic pa-
rameter evolution. These two effects, variable polyhedral
expansion and Ge-O anharmonicity, are obviously close-
ly related to each other. The simultaneous increase of
both Ge-O anharmonicity and bulk thermal expansion in
CaGeO. perovskite, and the high value of both thermal
expansion and Ge-O anharmonicity in SrGeO3 perov-
skite, confirm this.

Metastability

Another important observation is the strong increase
of the Ge-O disorder factor in SrGeO, perovskite in com-
parison with that in CaGeO, perovskite (Fig. 9b). For
cubic SrGeO, perovskite, because all Ge-O bonds are
similar, this means an anomalous increase of the vibra-
tional disorder. In this perovskite, octahedral expansion
is identical to that of the unit cell, and the bulk thermal
expansion (46 x t0-u K ') is much higher than the oc-
tahedral expansion estimated from Equation 4 (18 x 10-6
K-'). Thus, in SrGeOr, the Ge-O bond lengths in octa-
hedra become greater than a hypothetical value calculat-
ed with a thermal expansion of l8 x 10-6 K'. This
contrasts with the CaGeO, orthorhombic perovskite, in
which the octahedral volumes can be adjusted by varia-
tion ofthe tilt orientation to avoid such anomalously high
Ge-O bond expansion. Experimental results illustrate this
structural difference between the two compounds. At room
temperature, the mean Ge-O bond length is already high-
er in SrGeO, (1.898 A) rhan in CaGeO, (1.892 A) per-
ovskites. This difference increases with temperature from
3.2 to 4.7E* at 300 and 800 K, respectively. This effect
suggests that in SrGeOr, the Ge is centered in the octa-
hedron, where more important displacements are possi-
ble than in CaGeOr. This particular structural behavior
could explain the earlier back-transformation of the
SrGeO, perovskite.

Our X-ray diffraction results are consistent with a pre-
vious Raman investigation (Durben et al. l99l) that sug-
gested the formation of a transient amorphous phase dur-
ing the back-transformation of CaGeO, perovskite. The
same property was also observed for SrGeO. perovskite
above about 500 K. This behavior and the fact that the
stable pyroxenoids recrystallize only at higher tempera-
ture suggest that the loss of the perovskite structure is
indeed due to intrinsic properties. The formation of tran-
sient phases during back-transformation seems to be

a(K-r; = 3 x 4.0 " ro-.(r-,r"). (4)

In this expression, S, is an ionicity factor usually de-
termined to be 0.50 for all oxides and silicates, z" and z^
are the cation and anion valences, respectively, and r is
the coordination number. Thermal expansion coefficients
of A'z*O?t dodecahedra and Ba+Ol octahedra are esti-
mated to be 72 x l0 6 and 18 x l0 6 K-', respectively,
for all perovskites. For these polyhedra, beeause n, 2",
and zuare defined, the volume thermal expansion of each
unit should depend neither on the nature ofthe A cation
nor on the size ofthe polyhedron. Thus, because perov-
skite is a close-packed structure formed with these two
polyhedra, its volume thermal expansion should be very
similar for all compositions. The only possible variation
should be connected to changes ofthe octahedral orien-
tation in distorted perovskites.

This property is not confirmed by experimental values
of the bulk thermal expansion of metastable germanate
and silicate perovskites (Table 3). Indeed, even for
CaSiO, and SrGeO, cubic perovskites, significantly dif-
ferent bulk thermal expansions were found. For the four
metastable compounds in Table 3, thermal expansion in-
creases with unit-cell volume or with the molar mass un-
der ambient conditions. This effect confirms that thermal
expansion cannot be simply calculated from each poly-
hedral contribution and that dense structures exhibit much
more complex unit-cell bonding (see Hemley and Cohen
r992).

Ge-O bond anharmonicity

The thermal expansion of a chosen polyhedron de-
pends on the mechanism ofthe structural expansion, as
extensively described by Hazen and Finger (1982). Our
results illustrate this phenomenon quite well. Indeed, we
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common because almost all high-pressure perovskites ex-
hibit the same effect.

Anomalous premelting of pyroxenoids

For pyroxenoids, an anomalous increase of the Ge-O
bond length was observed at temperatures just below
melting. As mentioned above, this effect is due not only
to an increase of the Ge-O anharmonicity in tetrahedra
but also to unexpected changes in the local structure
around Ge. Two hypotheses can explain these experi-
mental observations: (l) Such anomalous behavior of tet-
rahedra could indicate premelting in the sample. Tetra-
hedral linkages within chains undergo unexpected change
that causes the expansion mechanism ofthe structure to
change. The interatomic bonding changes on a short time
scale, without considerably changing the X-ray diffrac-
tion patterns (see Richet et al. 1996). This premelting
effect could be related to an increase in the number of
defects present in the structure before melting. (2) The
anomalous increase of the Ge-O bond length could be
related to partial melting already observed in other com-
pounds (see Doukhan et al. 1993). A significant propor-
tion of the sample could already have melted, even if the
temperature remains below the melting point. With ei-
therhypothesis, to explain the increase of the Ge-b bond
length the transformed phase must contain a significant
amount of Ge-O with longer bond length than in the ini-
tial structure. This is possible if some octahedra have
formed or if the transformed phase contains tetrahedra
linked to each other in a diferent configuration. Indeed,
as described by Nishi and Takeuchi (1992) the change in
the Ge-O-Ge angles or in the covalence of the Ge-O bond
can sigrrificantly affect the Ge-O bond length.
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